The solutions for the 2018 VT Hunt are below. For those who didn’t do the
Hunt, it started easy, but, we think, got much harder by the end. If you
have any questions, comments, or risqué haiku, feel free to add comments.

0) Flyers

The flyer above was strewn across campus and the internet. The flyer is a map. The oval in the
center represents the Drillfield, the lines all represent the bodies of buildings, and the X marks
the tunnel through Burruss. Following the caption, going to the tunnel, led hunters to the next
clue.

1) Burruss Tunnel

The flyer above was taped to the interior of the Burruss tunnel. The poem clues to the Duck
Pond. Behind the Men’s bathroom there the next clue was in a black box.

2) Duck Pond men’s bathroom
Hunters were presented with the following in a waterproof box.

Emailing ‘CORDUROY’ gave the following autoreply.

The chalk arrow with an ‘S’ beside it pointed to an arrow with a ‘5’ next to it. Following the chain
of letters to an ‘E’ gave ‘5102’ and pointed towards a small hole in the wall of a shack by the
side of the duck pond.

3) Shack near Solitude  combination 5102
The shack’s box contained the following image. The first letters of the first two sentences spell
‘HAHN GARDENS.’ The image below is 3976 in American Sign Language.

4) Hahn under Alaskan Yellow Cedar  combination 3976
The box contained the image below, referencing the end of the VT shrub near English field.

After searching inside the shrub, Hunters found a relatively large box with a 5letter lock and the
following taped to it:

The coordinates on the box corresponded to the center of an intersection, and beneath the
intersection led to a drainage tunnel. A few feet inside the tunnel, this was painted on the walls:

Though it was possible to see the right path in the light, at night, all the colored lines became
invisible and a glowing arrow appeared tracing the letters ‘MOUTH.’

MOUTH was a possible combination on the box’s lock, but, as Hunters found, it was wrong.
Tracing the same path on the box’s grid, however, gave SENSE.
SENSE was also a possible combination on the lock, but, as Hunters found, it was also wrong.
The true answer was the combination of ‘MOUTH’ and ‘SENSE.’

5) VT Shrub  combination TASTE
The following was inside the box.

Emailing ‘SEPTAGRAM’ gave the following:
Congratulations on your progress. Your next clue lies at the background color of the VT Hunt
profile picture.

A giant has fallen, but life roils within. Uncork it; let in the sun.
The edge of the map is the edge of a 2D color choosing circle; white would be at its center. The
VT Hunt Facebook page’s background color is a light orange. This corresponds to a 10foottall
stump by the side of the Duck Pond. The next clue was hidden in a waterproof capsule
attached to a literal cork in a hole bored into the top of the stump.

6) Duck Pond stump

This clue references the palm trees inside Pamplin. The next clue box was hidden behind the
largest.

7) Pamplin palm

These symbols all correspond to Pokemon, each of which has a number in the National
Pokedex. As the box at the bottom of the clue indicates, this corresponds to letters with a
simple A=1, Z=26 cipher. 27 was taken to correspond to ‘0.’ This gives the following text:
“GIVE 25 CANS 2 A FOOD BANK

THEN EMAIL ‘ONYX’”

After emailing, Hunters were told to tell Roger Chang of their donation to receive their next clue.

8) Roger Chang
When he was presented with proof of a donation to a food bank, Dr. Chang would show teams
the following clue.

The numbered circles correspond to all the lampposts on the Ddrillfield. The missing letters on
the sign are ‘UNDER 21.’ The next clue was hidden on a piece of metal slid under the lamppost
numbered 21.

9) Drillfield lamp

The answer is ‘not consonant’  the answer has to do with vowels. The keys are the long and
short vowels. If ^ and  represent short and long vowels, respectively, the blue line becomes
^^^^|^^|^^^|^^^|^^|^^|^|^^^|
This is HILLCREST in Morse code. Under the sign of Hillcrest Hall waited the next clue.

10) Hillcrest signs
Text beneath the Hillcrest signs said to email the first password backwards. Emailing
‘YORDUROC’ gave the following:
Your next clue is below the back door of the annex next to Hillcrest. Be thorough. The
combination, though, you'll have to find below.

Following the poem, Hunters had to find the toplevel domain ending of every country whose
flag is in the image. Doing that gives the following.

Plotting the sequences in the image above  on a periodic table instead of a map  gives the
following:

The paths, in order, spell ‘WORLD.’

11) Under Wallace Annex  combination WORLD

The poem references the first poem, pointing towards the duck pond islands. The URL leads to
a .zip file titled ‘Missing Link’ with five short sound files. It also contained the following
instructions:
Find what's missing. Your answer is its release date (MMDD) plus the
time of the keyword in its mostwatched Youtube version (XX:XX).
It’s still there  feel free to look at it yourself.

The five sound files were all brief snippets from songs, blurred so that only one word was
intelligible. The snippets and their source songs were respectively as follows:
U
“Time”  Happy
“Happy”  Fall
“Fall”  Save You
“Save you”  Thriller
“Thriller”  Over
The missing link to close the chain would be a clip of the word “over” from the song Time. The
release date of the album was 3/1/73, and the time of the word ‘over’ in the most popular
version on Youtube was 5:33. The combination was 0301 + 0533 = 0834.

12) Larger Duck Pond Island  combination 0834
The Hunt ended on the Duck Pond islands. A box in the center of the larger Duck Pond island
contained the following message:

